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SUMMARY 
The following study proposes a new detailed foot model 
including all 26 bones of the foot. Together with the model a 
new motion capture marker protocol has been developed. As a 
result the model successfully reproduced the complex walking 
motion of the recorded subject. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Standard gait analysis considers the foot as one rigid segment. 
While this approach is sufficient when focusing on hips or 
knees, studies of foot disease and injuries require more 
detailed models. Several multisegmental foot models have 
been proposed [1-5]. Some of the most detailed contain 8 [6], 
9 [7], even 11 [8] segments. However to our knowledge no 
rigid-body biomechanical foot model representing all the 26 
foot bones has been developed to this day; neither exists an 
adequate marker protocol able to provide the relevant motion 
capture data necessary to construct, validate and use this 
model. We hereby propose such a solution. 
Our goal is to provide a fully detailed kinematic model with 
the relevant kinematic data. The model will in the future be 
updated with intrinsic and extrinsic muscles and ligaments and 
thus allow for accurate inverse dynamic analysis of gait.  
 
 
METHODS 
The model was developed using the AnyBody Modeling 
System (AnyBody Technology A/S, Aalborg, Denmark, [9]). 
The model considers each bone as a rigid segment and 
confines motion to idealized joints, i.e. revolute, universal or 
spherical joints. The model is formulated in the modeling 
language AnyScript and can therefore be parametric and 
scalable in size. 
The 26 segments comprise the talus, calcaneus, navicular, 
cuboid, three cuneiforms, five metatarsals and 14 phalanges. 
The segments are connected by 26 joints illustrated in Figure 
1. This leads to a 46 degrees-of-freedom (DoF) complex. 
Unfortunately, this level of kinematic detail cannot be 
captured by known experimental motion capture techniques, 
so to make the model practically useful, several additional 
kinematic constraints taking the form of movement rhythms 
between the DoFs have been added. A kinematic rhythm is 
introduced for the toes, linking the phalangeal joints of each 
toe together such that it becomes a single DoF complex. A 

lateral gliding contact is implemented between the three 
cuneiforms and the cuboid to simulate the arthrodial joints 
between them. Contact between adjacent metatarsal heads is 
also implemented. Finally four arches are defined in the 
model: the metatarsal transverse arch (at the level of the 
metatarsophalangeal joints), tarsal transverse arch (at the level 
of the tarsometatarsal joints), longitudinal medial arch and 
longitudinal lateral arch. Each arch is implemented with a 
rhythm so that a single variable controls the curvature and thus 
the elevation or descent of the arch. In the interest of space, 
we shall describe only the implementation of the longitudinal 
medial arch and note that the implementations of the three 
others are similar. The height of the navicular (denoted α), 
medial cuneiform (denoted β) and first metatarsal base 
(denoted γ) are measured from a base line connecting the 
medial process of the calcaneus tuberosity to the plantar head 
of the first metatarsal. The heights of the medial cuneiform 
and first metatarsal base are linked to the navicular height by 
the equations β = 0.665α and γ = 0.568α. Therefore the 
navicular height controls the global arch curvature. A 
schematic representation of α, β and γ can be seen in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the conventional joints of the foot 
model. 
 

 
Figure 2: Measures controlling the longitudinal medial arch: 
α, navicular height; β, medial cuneiform height; γ, first 
metatarsal base height. 
 
With these additional kinematic constraints the model still 
features 46 degrees of freedom but only needs 20 input 
parameters to describe the motion. This reduced number of 



kinematic parameters can be tracked by motion capture. 
However it requires a new marker protocol. The protocol has 
been developed to cover all the needed DoF (Figure 3). It 
consists of 27 markers on the foot and 14 on the leg with 
particular focus on the toes, metatarsal heads and longitudinal 
medial arch. 
 

 
Figure 3: Marker protocol, some markers are removed for the 
dynamic trials. 
 
The motion for the stance phase of ten healthy subjects will be 
recorded in C3D format. So far the data for the first subject 
has been processed and used in the multi-segment model 
simulation. The model processes the kinematic data via an 
over-determinate kinematics solver [10]. This solver handles 
redundant kinematic constraints so that there is no restriction 
on the number of markers used. It also includes an 
optimization routine that allows marker positions, segment 
lengths and kinematic rhythm coefficients to be optimized 
(Figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 4: Slight positioning errors of the markers are common 
during experiments. To correct it the optimization allows the 
markers to move in some specific directions. The green arrows 
represent the directions to be optimized and red arrows the 
locked directions. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The detailed foot model, combined with the optimization 
routine and the adequate marker protocol, made it possible to 
recreate the complex foot motion of the subject stance phase 
of gait. Figure 5 shows an overview of the motion. 
 

Future work will include muscles and ligaments and thus 
permit computation of internal loads (muscle activations, joint 
reaction forces and moments, etc). 
 

   

   
Figure 5: Snapshots of the model driven by motion capture 
data at respectively 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of 
the stance phase. The green sphere represents the center of 
pressure and blue lines represent the force vectors of the force 
plate (type 3). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The solution provided by the multisegmental model and the 
corresponding marker protocol opens a new possibility to 
study the motion of the individual joints of the foot during 
walking; which is now only possible using invasive techniques 
such as bone pins. 
In the future the model will provide significant information on 
the internal kinematics and kinetics of the foot. Coupled with 
other tools like finite element models it could help in taking 
clinical decisions by predicting the dynamic effect of foot 
orthotics. 
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